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Face The Fiction Presents

Traci Slatton
Saturday, July 12, 2008, 7pm & 8p
Borders Books & Music
235 Interstate Shopping Center
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-760-1967
Event Name: Face The Fiction
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; co-moderator Steve Spinosa
Guest Speaker: Traci Slatton
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speaker for the July 2008 Face The Fiction: author, Traci Slatton.
Face The Fiction is the SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which occurs on the second Saturday of each
month. This meeting will be held on Saturday, July 12 at Borders Books & Music, 235 Interstate Shopping
Center, ramsey, New Jersey, 07446, 201.760.1967. Ms. Slatton’s presentation will begin promptly at 8pm. For
directions to the meeting, click here: http://www.borders.com/online/store/StoreDetailView_479.
Traci L. Slatton was born into a Navy family. She grew up in Great Lakes, IL; Norfolk, VA; Olathe, KS; Millington,
TN; and Groton, CT. She knew at the age of 6 years old, after reading her first 'big book,' that she wanted to be
a novelist. Traci has published dozens of poems, short stories, and articles in magazines and literary journals.
She greatly enjoyed researching Edgar Cayce, quantum physics, and Rupert Sheldrake's morphic fields for
PIERCING TIME & SPACE. For the historical novel IMMORTAL (Slatton's debut novel, blending alchemy and
the supernatural in an historical novel that sweeps a mysterious young orphan from Renaissance Florence
across nearly two hundred tumultuous years), she inquired deeply into the art and life of the Italian
Renaissance, a period when thinkers like Pico della Mirandola, Leonardo da Vinci, and Marsilio Ficino were
engaged in questioning the nature and relationship of science, art, and the soul.

On the streets of 14th century Florence, a boy is lost--and an astonishing mystery of faith,
art and alchemy begins... IMMORTAL
IMMORTAL has been optioned for film by TWINSTAR ENTERTAINMENT!
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June Meeting Recap
That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, June 3
Moderators: Aubrey Ward, Chris Hasselkus
Title: HELP!
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Those of us who turned out to watch Help! Tuesday night had a really good time. Not only did the movie fit the monthly theme of
campy, mad scientists perfectly, but also it had songs that proved to be irresistible in that sing-along, toe-tapping way. A lot of
fun.
The movie, while dated, was so quirky it made up for it. The story centers on a ring that a female fan has sent Ringo, the Beatles
drummer. Little does he realize the ring is being passed to him so the original wearer will not be sacrificed! Silly chase scenes,
foiled attempts at getting the ring back by both the religious group trying to sacrifice the new wearer-of-the- ring & two Pinky and
the Brian mad scientists, pranks, songs and some nice scenery made for a delightful movie. You couldn't help (no pun intended)
but laugh out loud when the mad scientist would say things like, "MIT wanted me to take over the world for them,” and John &
Paul are trying to figure out how to get Ringo to cut his finger off by telling him, "you won't miss it you know." Easy for them to
say. There's even a running gag of a swimmer looking for the white cliffs of Dover. Quirky, fun and a perfect choice! Good
choice Taras!
Following the movie, some of us headed over to Tom Sawyer Diner (Chris lost Mike!) where we were joined by Bill (I told you guys
to duck under the table, but did you listen, no!) conversation was fun and covered much Beatle memories (Bill and Taras told how
they had been at the original screening of Help! when it opened in '65), favorite songs, older vs. newer Beatle songs (we all
preferred the older stuff like Hide Your Love Away better), TV and so many other things. It was rather pleasant and a nice way to
end the evening.

Thanks to Aubrey for the delicious snacks. Join us next month for a double feature - The Worst Witch & JK Rowling
and the Birth of Harry Potter.
Suspense Central –Monday, June 9
Moderator: Aurelia Long
Title: Odd Thomas by Dean Koontz
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
The book of the evening was Odd Thomas by Dean Koontz. A very interesting story about an interesting fellow with interesting
abilities. The title character (yeah, his name is actually Odd) has a sixth sense that allows him to see the spirits of the dead,
psychic magnetism (PS or the more preferred PMS) that draws him to his intended "target", and also has semi-prophetic dreams.
Instead of cowering under his bed or sequestering himself to an eternity in straight jackets and rubber rooms Odd uses his powers
to help people as well as restless spirits. And yes, we're talking about a 20 year old fry cook chasing down bad guys with
no weapon or martial arts training. Odd goes on pure instinct and common sense to get the edge on his foes.
The book opens with a case where a spirit named Penny Kallisto comes to Odd's attention. Odd learns that Penny was killed by a
man named Harlo Landerson, former classmate and current child molester. One evening, Odd pursues Harlo in a running chase
through various backyards. Through some quick thinking and clever dodging Odd corners Harlo and the cops arrive in the nick of
time to apprehend them. After talking with his good friend, Chief Wyatt Porter, Odd walks back home ready to awaken to another
ordinary day at the Pico Mundo Grille.
The main case of the book revolves around a mysterious customer that eats at the Grille. Odd spots this "Fungus Man" and
the "bodachs" (shadowy spirit creatures that linger around death or potential death) following the man. When bodachs start
showing up in droves that usually means some big and scary threat is closing in which will result in the death of a lot of
masses. Looks like another job for the Wizard of Odd (as his good friend Shamus Cocobolo has dubbed him).
I think it's safe to assume that all who read the book were generally pleased with the story and the colorful characters that
inhabited Pico Mundo. Odd was a fun character to read. A very simple and practical man that truly wanted to just settle down
with his soul mate, Stormy Llewellyn. But he used his powers to track down bad guys. I felt he was a reluctant hero while Grand
Empress Aurelia (the so-fine!) felt that he was compelled by his own abilities to act.
The readers agreed that the dialogue was top notch. Odd Thomas rolls off the tongue and some moments of dialogue are just
priceless. One scene has Odd, bruised in the head by a flying fork, in an amusing exchange with the convenience store clerk
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while buying bandages for his head. Another memorable moment is a conversation between Viola Peabody's daughters, Nicolina
& Levanna, about what the true meaning of the color pink is.
Oh, enough with the secrecy. Here's a taste of what you're missing:
Nicolina (5 years old): When I'm old enough to buy my own clothes I'll wear nothing but pink, pink, pink, every day, all year,
forever.
Levanna (6 1/2 years old): Everybody'll think you're a whore.
Nicolina: What's a whore?
Levanna: Someone who wears pink and kisses men for money.
Nicolina: If I kiss men for free, then I can wear pink and not be a whore.
Levanna: If you kiss lots of men for free, you're a slut.
The consensus was that I wear pink underwear and kiss boys for free. I can't imagine why...um. ...moving on,
There was some debate about the, ehh, "Black Room" in Fungus Man's house. When Odd goes searching through Fungus Man's
humble abode he finds a room with no light save for a faint red glow in the center of the room. He enters the room and then
suddenly finds himself back in Fungus Man's kitchen. A little later on, Odd returns to the house and the room but before he can
enter a bunch of bodachs slither out of the room. Is the Black Room a time machine, a portal to hell or a love shack for shadow
beasties ("Love shack! Baby, Love Shack!")? Hhmmmm.....
And how can I forget the horrible death of Little Ozzie's cow? His poor pet is blown to smithereens. Koontz does an amazing yet
gorifying job of detailing every location of every piece of cowness spread all over Little Ozzie's front lawn. Even typing about the
ghastly destruction of this innocent creature makes me want to hurl so I'm moving on...because this keyboard ain't waterproofed.
If you like Ghost Whisperer or Tru Calling or stuff like that then Odd Thomas will feel pretty familiar but in a good way and not in a
rehashed genre staple way.
Next Month:
It's Suspense Central on location! In July, weesa gonna be hanging at the Panera restaurant on Route 4 West (Kohl's shopping
center right across from Bergen Mall). Join us at 7:30 to discuss Off Season by Jack Ketchum.

Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, June 11
Moderator: Guest moderator Barry Weinberger
Topic: Mad Scientists in the comic book universe
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
As I was scrolling down June's memory lane, I noticed that no write-up was posted on the June Drawing a Crowd. I will remedy
that since I am sitting in Manhattan and stuck on the phone: The evening started off inauspiciously with Gene, Taras, Bill, Barry,
Chris and myself standing in the parking lot of the Red Lobster on Route 46. Considering that the power had been out earlier, the
restaurant had elected not to open its doors and admit the public. We elected to go to Towne Tavern for food, drink, and
conversation. In spite of delays forced on us by the change of eateries and the quirky service at Town Tavern, we made it to the
store in time to find out that we would be moderator-less again. I attempted to step up, but thankfully good sense prevailed and
Barry took the reigns for a rousing discussion of mad scientists and doctors in the Comics pantheons. Brian pointed out hastily
that there are no such things as 'Mad Scientists', though there are cranky and angry scientists (being a scientist himself I was
taking this to mean that he was an angry scientist). Haywood was incredibly well prepared with hand-outs and a really
cool character to talk about (Doctor Savannah). This conversation wended through half of the Spiderman villains (Dr. Octopus,
Norman Osbourne, the Lizard, etc) before Rob (owner of New Moon Comics) and Barry began discussing the Sandman and
Spiderman 3. The discussion devolved into a talk about the state of comics in films before being wrangled back on course by
Thom Purdy, Brian 'Angry but not Mad Scientist' Keveney, and myself. The discussion was wide-ranging with folks like Dr.
Strange, Pinky and the Brain, Dr. David Banner (labelled as cranky but not quite mad), Tony Stark, Dr. Reed Richards, Dr. Doom,
Dr. Demento, Dr. Zhivago... wait a minute... Anyway, we kept talking late into the evening and enjoying the discussion
immensely. Next month we will be discussing young characters in Comics (Dick Grayson/Robin, the Teen Titans, etc). The
homework is to research the best super-kid and why they are the coolest!
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Face The Fiction - Saturday, June 14
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; Co-moderator Steve Spinosa
Guest Speaker: May Pang
Recap by: Josephine Brown
Our originally scheduled guest, Jerry A. Rodriguez was unfortunately unable to meet our group this past Saturday due to an
unforeseen family emergency. Remarkably in the 11th hour, we were able to secure former John Lennon/Yoko Ono personal
assistant (and friend of mine), May Pang. Coincidently, tying our That's Science Fiction! viewing of Help! to Face The Fiction. Go
us!
We will hopefully be able to reschedule Mr. Rodriguez very soon.
Now back to May. I have known her on and off over the past several years and recently reconnected with her upon the release of
her second book, Instamatic Karma, a photo journal of her personal and professional life with John Lennon. Her first book, Loving
John, is May's first hand account of her 18-month relationship with John, which has inaccurately been dubbed "the lost weekend".
As a personal favor to me, May stepped in at the last minute to meet the SFSNNJ, despite her busy itinerary and her on going
photographic exhibit at the June Kelly Gallery in NYC. The exhibit is scheduled to run June 12th-June 17th.
When she found out we were a science fiction group, May decided to begin her presentation to us by telling the story of the UFO
encounter she and John shared on the rooftop of her NYC apartment building. They both saw an aircraft that didn't look like
anything either of them had ever seen, which also seemed to mute all sound beneath it. She has since found descriptions of
similar sightings.
Many of our usual suspects were in attendance. Additionally, May brought some of her own fans and friends to the event. Every
chair was in use, as well as the Borders' house PA. At one point, I counted at least 45 people attentively listening to May's stories
about John, their friendships with Ringo, George, Harry Nilsson and others, as well as her varied career, which never included
professional photography --that was always a hobby for her.
Copies of her book Instamatic Karma sold out, including the one purchased by one of the baristas at Borders, who in a very Toddlike move, left her post at the cafe, pushed her way to the front of the line to get May's autograph, and as she walked back to
work, clutched the book saying, "I got mine!"
The thunder and lightning more than the heavy rain prevented us from taking May to dinner at the Suburban Diner, but she did
say she’d take a "rain check" (no pun intended I'm sure!) on that.
Since May was a last minute addition to our event, her Face The Fiction page is still in the works. It will be the first time that a
guest's page premieres on the website in it's completed form, with the guest bio, event recap, and slideshow all at once. Bill, Paul
and I each took some pictures. I took them with a camera I commandeered from my friend Jessica, who was making her first
appearance at Face The Fiction. We will post an announcement when the page is ready.

Tripping The Write Fantastic – Tuesday, June 17
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Author: Robert Louis Stevenson
Recommended Title: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Recap by: Chris Hasselkus
Todd did yet another fine job discussing the author Robert Louis Stevenson. The suggested reading was Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
which, along with some other macabre stories, made up quite a bit of his shorter works. His other work included Kidnapped and
Treasure Island.

Films to Come - Wednesday, June 18
Moderator: Barry Weinberger
Recap by: Ann-Marie
The night started at Roxanne's, a wonderful suggestion from our Films moderator. The food was served quickly, was delicious
and we had a nice time. After dinner it was off to Borders for Films to Come.
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The meeting opened with Chris H reading an article he had provided, Set-top box may soon be obsolete by Kevin DeMarrais.
After Chris finished the article, Aubrey took a moment to suggest a CD (Celtic Women).
At this point, Barry took control of the meeting and began going over the current releases. A very enjoyable discussion about
Indiana Jones IV started things off. While the majority of us present who had seen the film (Jo and Mike P had not yet seen it)
liked it, there was a sense of slight disappointment. Barry told us some background detail that went on during the "Indiana-less
years." He mentioned a concept about Indiana Jones and the Saucer Men (set in the 50's) and other various reasons/rumors
for the hold up (19 years). It was very interesting and kept us speculating and offering other reasons we had heard. It was felt,
universally, that an Indie V would be more than welcome. While the majority wanted a V for entertainment reasons, Barry wanted
a V to redeem the franchise (he hoped V would do it better). Thom had some issue with a certain refrigerator scene, and thought
real ants killing the people would've been better (no CG for this hardcore movie-goer!!). Bill, Aubrey, Barry and myself had issues
with the monkey scene. Liz gave it a thumbs-up and also wouldn't mind another. But what about that sense of slight
disappointment? I offered "the McGuffin' concept. I felt Spielberg tossed so many McGuffins out, that the sense of suspense that
should have been building wasn't. It was distracting rather than a time-honored well-used way to drive the plot. Barry completed
the Indiana Jones IV discussion by reading comments from people on a message board. Gripes: hating John Hurt's character,
thinking Ray Winstone's character was also bad, and that sense of disappointment after all this time.
Talk then moved to other current releases: Iron Man (Jo and Mike had not seen that one either). Yes, Barry & Thom broke into
song - again! I am hiding those lyrics. Sex and the City (Chris), Speed Racer (no one had seen it), Prince Caspian (Bill thought
Prince Caspian was a "wienie," while Barry felt the movies should be more stylistic - he "doesn't buy Narnia.").
Aubrey had to leave early, not speeding on his way to his destination - lol.
Barry kept things rolling and moved through the films on his list, asking if anyone had seen the film. Thom did his part to help
Barry keep moving by offering "no" for almost every movie. Before Barry could even finish some movie titles, Thom was saying
"no."
I don't remember much feedback about The Hulk because I was too busy laughing at a certain moderator's "Liv Tyler face." Bill
did like it up until the last 20 minutes.
Other highlights:
Brick Lane - Liz pointed out that it was based on a book. Barry's response: "Oh, it's a book."
Love Guru: a great discussion about SNLers who have gone on to bigger things and who had the biggest success. Names
tossed out were Will Ferrell, Chevy Chase, Eddie Murphy, Adam Sandler (who also had a very humble start on MTV - anyone
remember that?), Tina Fey (as a TV writer), Mike Meyers, Bill Murray, and Steve Martin - if I left someone out, tough. I am
surprised that our moderator didn't tie-in a very funny recent SNL skit with Shia LaBeouf, He Likes You - doy!dadoy!doy!
Wall-E
You Don't Mess with the Zohan
Mongol
July:
X-Files, Hancock, The Dark Knight
The store was closing so we moved to continue things at the diner. Barry's ice-cream soda provided proof of global warming.
Thom tried eating french-fries again. Other topics of note: Baltimore, revenge vs. justice, and Batman & Robin (so not wearing
those little booties, don't ask). Very good meeting, nice time, and still disgruntled about the booties.

Themes Of The Fantastic – Tuesday, June 24
Moderators: Bill Wagner & Steve Spinosa
Topic: Mad Scientists and Campy SF
Recap by: Steve Spinosa
The evening began at Red Lobster with six of us meeting for dinner. Master Wagner called up Grand Duke Taras & discovered
that he was at Pub 17 in Ramsey (he did show up at the correct place, eventually)! Around 8:00 p.m. the dinner group headed for
New Moon & we started the meeting with Bill reading from his handout about Edgar Rice Burroughs' story THE MASTERMIND
OF MARS. This story was about Ras Thavas, an alien Mad Scientist who did brain switching experiments with humans. We then
went on to mention such classics as Dr.Cyclops (i.e. Dr. Alex Thorkel - Taras), Vincent Price's Dr. Goldfoot (Thom Purdy),
Dr.Frankenstein (which led to a mention of Dr. Frank'n'Furter from Rocky Horror-Steve Rubin), Dr. Phibes (Chuck G), Dr.Miguelito
Loveless (from the Wild Wild West TV show - "the Will Smith movie doesn't exist" said Thom), Dr. Fu Manchu (Master Todd), Dr.
Moreau ("especially the Marlon Brando version" said Kathy H.), Doctor Strangelove (which we connected to Fearless Leader,
whom Bill wondered whether he was a Nazi or not, from Rocky and Bullwinkle), Dr. Janus Rukh(of The Invisible Ray-Taras),
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Professor Foot & Algernon(from HELP! our TSF feature this month-me), Dr. Theramin(Bill) ,Dr. Nikola Tesla(from The PrestigeTaras) ,The Brain (from Pinky and...-Master Todd), Dr. Jeremy Hillary Boob (from Yellow Submarine-Steve R., who also said that
Brian May of Queen was awarded a doctorate in advanced Physics), Dr. Jekyll (Chuck G), The scientists in the Spiderman
Comics (Octo Octavius, Norman Osborne, & Dr.Michael Morbius-Barry, who chortled like a Mad scientist... lol) Dr. Griffin (The
Invisible Man-Chuck G), Dr.Forrester of MST3000 (Todd, who connected to THIS ISLAND EARTH, leading to the singing of
"Metaluna" from the MST movie), & Dr. Zachary Smith(from Lost In Space-Bill). Chuck had the final word with Professor Fate
(from the Great Race) at around 10:00 p.m. Next month is YA SF/Fantasy, so we'll see y'all then!

Modern Masters – Friday, June 27
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Title: Night Train to Rigel
Recap by: Ann-Marie
This month's Modern Masters discussed Night Train to Rigel by Timothy Zahn. Todd had told us the previous month that this
book was very "Hitchcock," and it was.
The story is about Frank Compton who is hired to stop an intergalactic war. Someone is going to try to get weapons on the train
system run by the "spiders." Yep, spiders - a sort of machine/insect blendy thing. If this happens - war. It's supposed to be
impossible, but the spiders have seen in "visions" that this will happen. The story throws so many possibilities that every other
two seconds you have a new suspect. The story weaves lots of fun twists and turns that keep the reader guessing and guessing
again. Just when you think you know "who dun it,” Zahn takes you in a different direction you never saw coming. The majority
had read the book making for a particularly involved discussion. All agreed the book was a well-done story, very noir in feel and
style, which kept you guessing until the end. It was also very Hitchcock, and even tossed out a few shout-outs to Hitchcock. The
whole train setting nods to The Lady Vanishes. There are also nods to North by Northwest, Vertigo, Rear Window and a few
more.
All enjoyed the book and all who had read the book liked the way Zahn deliberately steered you in the wrong direction. Liz also
liked the awesome wardrobe in the hotels! Picture instant, perfectly fit clothes you don't have to pack because the closets in the
hotels come fully stocked and the clothes mold to your size. Talk about traveling light. Moira pointed out that with the way airlines
now charge for baggage this might become an actuality.
We ended the evening in the cafe for some snacks and conversation until closing. Join us next month for Reiffen's Choice by
S.C. Butler. We will also be joined by Mr. Butler to discuss the book. Please note that in order to accommodate Mr. Butler we
have moved Modern Masters up one week to 7/18 and will move to Panera Bread across the street on Rt. 17 North. Please join
us for this special Modern Masters.
Post of the Month
This month’s post was from Aubrey. His Quiz for the Moment: Comic Book Quiz from MSN, sparked some fun competitiveness!
Scores ranged from 10/10 to 6/10. It was fun seeing who got what wrong and who could take bragging rights. Barry swears he
didn’t look up any answers. In a separate, surprise, pop-quiz I gave Barry, he still got 9/10!! I know he didn’t cheat, I watched him
take the quiz.
My results: Superhero Quiz: The Sequel My hero!
You got 10/10 correct. Of course! Barry
Showoff: Superhero Quiz: The Sequel My hero!
You got 9/10 correct. #5 did me in....Ann-Marie
Got the last question wrong. Todd
9/10. #10 wrong. Thom
Jo admitted to a 6/10… … … … .
SFSNNJ Special Activity
This month we had three Special Activities – Deadly Ink Conference, Bill Molendyk’s Charity Gaming Event, and a Special
Viewing of Star Wars IV. All were successes, and all were fun.
Deadly Ink
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Todd and Sandy represented the SFSNNJ on Saturday, June 21, 2008 at the Deadly Ink Conference. Those of us who attended
to show our support to Todd and Sandy were treated to a wonderful time in some fancy accommodations!
The event took place at the Parsippany Sheraton. The building resembled a castle. We stood in the parking lot imagining it being
a holdout against invaders in a post-apocalyptic world. Todd and Sandy had all of the details, down to the part where the
drawbridge was removed when they filled in the moat to, make a parking lot - we should have known we were in for some fun.
The inside was just as gorgeous as the outside. Several weddings were going on - Jo and Sandy wanted to crash them. You
don't even want to know how they were going to explain being a guest - too funny and you had to be there.
The panel was in the Morris Room. Nice digs. The first room was a book room with the featured authors' books set up and each
author present to sign, chat and meet people. We got nametags, bags, loot and other assorted goodies - cool. The panel was in
an adjoining room, nicely set up - the speakers were all seated at a fancy-schmancy dais). The panel began, the door closed, and
we were entertained for the next 45 minutes to a fun time. Todd and Sandy "owned" the panel - they had the audience laughing,
nodding in agreement, giving thumbs-up and completely enjoying the answers to the questions.
On the panel was our new friend and future Suspense Central guest, EJ Rand! For those of you lucky enough to attend his
presentation in May, you know what a nice man he is. He was our May Special Activity guest. Our guest, not Borders. He
remembered us and happily came over to chat after the panel. He also confirmed, again, his joining us in December for
Suspense Central. He proudly showed us the cover for his soon-to-be-released second book and the certificate showing he was
a finalist for an award (not bad for a first-time writer).
The panel wrapped up and people swooped in on Todd and Sandy! No joke. Neither of them could get away from the dais! They
both had a line of people waiting to talk to them. We are so proud of them both! Sandy them had to go to her table to sign her
books. We hung around chatting, meeting some nice new people, poked around the hotel, then headed out.
All in all, a gorgeous location, a big thanks to Debbie Buchanan over at Deadly Ink for this wonderful opportunity, an enjoyable
afternoon, and an overall success. Congratulations Todd and Sandy, and thanks for those of you who came out to show support.
(AM)
I attended the Crossing Genres panel at the Deadly Ink conference in Parsippany Saturday. Todd and Sandy were excellent
speakers. Kudos to them and the SFSNNJ! (Chris H).
Orc-a-thon Tallies
Greetings from the front lines. As you all know, the Bill Molendyk and Carol Smith Memorial Gaming Weekend was this past
weekend. During the course of the weekend, much fun and many games were enjoyed by the participants. During the course of
events on Saturday, the Orcs of the Band of the Broken Skull, a mercenary company operating on behalf of the Karrak Kingdom,
held the pass for twelve hours. Over the course of that time they fought wave after wave of Giants, slicing, dicing, and buring their
way through Kynar Frost Giants with reckless abandon. The final tally for kills was:
Band of the Broken Skull: 154 confirmed kills, 22 Wounded as of close of game
Warband of Jarl Frekkan: 17
Individual Kill Tallies:
Kryshtak the Barbarian - 21
Gigbee the Mage - 66 kills
Kyrang the Firahl - 23
Gyfslok the Hunter - 15
Shee'rah the Fighter - 10
Nakar the Thief - 5
Uruk the Monk - 3
Gunak the Barbarian - 1
Special thanks to the players who tallied up all the kills for the cause:
Brian O'Dell - Game Master, Referee, and all around Sadist who threw the Giant hordes at us and designed the Orcs for
maximum lethality
Craig Hatler - '16 boulders is more than most wizards can handle, 32 is a bit ridiculous'
Michael Dunn - 'What?! That hit should have killed at least three of them!"
Danny - "Smite in the name of charity!"
Thom Purdy - 'Can I flank with anybody?!' backstabbing for dollars!
Brian Saccomanno - 'So I just start off raging, right?'
Abdul Manickram - 'Call me something else, I refuse to be known as She'rah!'
Paul Dellechaiae - '16 plus 32 plus 40 plus whatever numbers Todd keeps adding that I don't understand"
BJ Pehush - 'Wait, I get to add that to ALL my attacks?!'
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Justin Heba - 'I guess I kill him more.'
Todd Ehrenfels - 'CLEEEEEEEEAVE! Uh-oh, ran out of piggies..."
and all the other folks whose names and quotes I did not catch! (Todd)
Star Wars
Aubrey has proven himself the "hostess with the mostest" yet again at this past Sunday's Special Edition of That's Science
Fiction! where we screened the original theatrical release of Star Wars Episode IV A New Hope. I haven't seen this version in
years, so I was half expecting to see Greedo shoot first and Han Solo step across Jabba the Hut's tail. Thankfully, those scenes
were only imagined. The original still remains the best of the series, where we meet for the first time ever, Luke Skywalker, Han
Solo, Princess Leia, Chewbacca, R2D2, C3PO, Ben "Obi Wan" Kenobi, and Darth Vader. It always bothers me in SF films and
novels where the technology is shown to be amazing and the characters still can't believe they have access to these wonders. In
Star Wars, the technology seemed run of the mill and normal to the characters and secondary to the plot of the story. Luke
Skywalker's description of the Milennium Falcon ("What a piece of junk!") proves that!
As ever, Aubrey had a wonderful spread of snacks and juice for us all to enjoy during the film and of course, in keeping with the
theme, even provided Star Wars napkins and plates, all set up on a Star Wars table cloth. The napkins were so nice, Liz
commented that it would be a shame to get them dirty!
Thanks again Aubrey for a great presentation! (Jo)
A fun time was had in the showing of Star Wars at the Hillsdale Library on Sunday, 6/29/2008. It holds up quite well after all of
these years. Special thanks to Aubrey for presenting the film along with some tasty goodies. (Chris)

SFSNNJ OUT & ABOUT
This month we have a contribution from Steve Spinosa: Hi all! As some of you know, I attended the Americans
For Prosperity-NJ Defending the American Dream Summit on Thursday and Friday of this past week at the Trenton
Marriott, where I was to introduce the Keynote Speaker Mark Levin on Friday morning during the General Session.
So here are the highlights: The first thing our group did was attend a press conference where Mayor Lonegan
unveiled the Wall of Pork (which is a flow chart of the current State Government structure). Five long panels were put
up on the left side of the room by Chris Trimarchi (a gaming friend of Master Todd's BTW) and his assistants, Dave
Burnett & Ryan Gilroy (to see the pictures go to www.americansforpro sperity.org/ nj). You folks would be amazed at
the layers of bureaucracy in our state government that is shown by this chart (Even Master Wagner, lol!!!). The
Governor was invited to see the wall but was not available (Yeah, right!!!).
After that, half the group took the statehouse tour while the other half took the Revolutionary War Barracks tour (I
was in that group). The Barracks tour was presided over by four actors (One played a Revolutionary War Drill
Sergeant who "inducted" us into the army for the length of the tour, one was a doctor's assistant who explained the
small pox inoculation, and the other was a British loyalist who told the real story of the war. Our group then returned
to the statehouse steps for the afternoon Rally, which was fantastic (clips are available on www.youtube. com/AforP).
Thursday night was the dinner, which went very well. MY table was right in the front of the room & John Stossel was
the chief speaker for that evening (although Assemblyman Mike Doherty stole the show). Friday Morning was the
General Session. I got to go backstage and meet Bob Grant & Bob Novak about an hour before my turn came. Chris
Cox who put me in position during John Shaddegg’s speech, which was followed by a video clip, cued me in. Then I
was introduced as "Advisory Board Member Steve Spinosa"(Didn' t see that coming!). And those lights are VERY
bright!!! Anyway I did my two minutes & introduced Mark Levin. I got great applause from the crowd & shook Mark's
hand as I went down the stage stairs. The staffers told me I did great! Mark was fantastic and took three questions
(despite the program running long). Bob Grant was presented a Lifetime Achievement Award just before lunch but his
speech was cut short. After lunch many people came up & I said I did great so I felt I accomplished my mission. I
attended one of the afternoon workshops as well as the U.S. Senate candidate’s debate between Republicans Dick
Zimmer, Joe Pennachio, Murray Sabrin & Democrat Don Crestillo, which was moderated by Bob Ingle of Gannett
newspapers (The incumbent Democrat Frank Lautenberg & State Senator Bob Andrews, his chief opponent in the
Dem primary, were also invited but declined to appear). I would say all the candidates gave good answers to some of
the questions but not all. After the debate ended I headed home. Clips of my speech as well as others from the
general session will be posted on www.youtube. com/AforP very soon so keep looking for them!!! I'll see y'all soon!!!
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requires a sense of giving up privacy: you have
neighbors. In Rosemary's social swirl the helpful elderly
couple next door are whom we first fear, and her
warranted paranoia grows when she visits her doctor:
everyone is in on it. And finally, after fighting so hard
against inclusion in the entrenched social milieu— the
“family”— Rosemary succumbs, her identity alters, and
she becomes the mother she was always hoping to be.
A dyadic family buried amidst an “old money” family.

Peter Gutierrez
1968: The Year That Changed Horror
Impact and Influences
I was ten when George A. Romero’s Night of the Living
Dead was released in October of 1968. That movie did
more than just make an impression on a very
impressionable kid. In fact it’s not an exaggeration to say
that movie marked me. It took a bite out of me and I can
still feel the scar. I sat in the dark and thought about how
overwhelming a rising of the dead would be, and I got
really, really scared... and that was wonderful. I
remember very clearly sitting in my balcony seat
watching that movie and becoming suddenly very aware
of how big and dark that balcony was. How far from the
lights of the lobby it was. How remote it was. It was like
a hand reached into my brain and turned the dial on my
imagination up. All the way up. It was at that point that I
knew I’d grow up to write horror, which is now my 9-5 job.
— Jonathan Mabery, Stoker-winning author of Ghost
Road Blues and the forthcoming Zombie CSU: the
Forensics of the Living Dead

Polanski lost his mother in the Holocaust and his quest
for family, however demonic, is found in Rosemary's
struggle, and in the struggle for '60s parents to
understand and contain their own children, many lost to
drugs and cults and the Vietnam War. Soon Manson's
self-created family would rise up and destroy the true
family that Polanski made for himself before it could even
be born. The '50s painted a perfect family and the '60s
annihilated it. Rosemary's Baby was a mirror for that
fracture to repair itself. Familial love can be restored,
even in a one-parent family, and even if the father is
Satan himself. All you need is love....
— Shade Rupe, producer of vintage horror for Wild Eye
Releasing, contributor to Bravo’s 100 Scariest Movie
Moments

Most children are taught to repress their fear of the
elderly even as they are being read stories nightly about
crones that want to eat them. To me, Rosemary’s Baby
showed the oldsters as I secretly suspected they were;
cult-like and poisoning everyone with their bad-tasting
food that was supposed to be good for you. Doctors are
shown to not only be full of hot air, but also with their
patients' worst interests at heart… [and then there’s] the
little zombie girl in NOTLD. If you go with the popular
idea that the film struck a nerve [related to] the horrors of
Vietnam, she seems to represent the next generation
that these atrocities were committed in order to protect.
Her presence and her eventual "turning" seem to reflect
a fear that not only were the next generation not going to
toe the line and continue with the status quo, but also
that they were more likely to resent their inheritance and
shove a gardening tool into their parents' backs as a
“Thank you.” That's why you still see her image on Tshirts posters and postcards— she's actually a symbol of
rebellion. Mom and Dad may have done everything to
save her, but now she’s as out of control as their
perceived threat.
— Lance Vaughan, critic and co-founder
Kindertrauma.com

Night of the Living Dead is among the best horror films of
the 1960’s— of all time, in fact— because of its
relentlessness, its nightmarish world gone mad, and a
whole new portrayal of the zombie, a character
previously known only as an object of Haitiian folklore.
The Romero zombie was a genuinely frightening
creation. In one groundbreaking movie, Romero
combined the monster, the dead coming back to life, and
cannibalism. Night of the Living Dead ushered in a
whole slew of zombie movies, none coming close to the
terror of the original.
— Dennis Seuling, genre historian and critic, The
Villadom Times

For American society and politics it may have been a
heartbreaking, disillusioning year, filled with chaos,
bloodshed, and pessimism. But for horror it was
arguably the best year ever— perhaps for these very
reasons.

Night of the Living Dead rocked my world— it was so
brutal, so real, such an incessant non-stop assault. This
was a case where the horror film truly benefited from
being ultra low-budget— the handheld black-and-white
camerawork and stark, simple lighting made it look and
feel like a documentary. Rather than detract from the
film, that cost-effective shooting style made the story
more believable.
— Richard Gale, award-winning director of Criticized
Rosemary's Baby drove home a new kind of terror that
was brewing already in the hippie cults: the family as a
source of fear. Moving into a New York apartment
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Rosemary's Baby was released on June 12, exactly
one week after RFK was shot by Sirhan Sirhan and
four days after James Earl Ray was arrested. These
were more than violent times; they were times of
upheaval. Just the previous month saw the Paris
strikes that led many to believe that a full-scale
revolution was imminent. It was in this context, which
of course included several major offensives in the
Vietnam War, that Polanski’s film soon became a box
office and critical hit. Night of the Living Dead
(NOTLD) was released in October, barely a month
after the rioting at the Democratic National
Convention and on the eve of Mexico City’s notorious
Tlatelolco Massacre of students and workers (ten
days before the Olympics!). While those familiar with
the film’s storied history know that ultimately the film
grossed tens of millions of dollars on a budget of just
over $100K, it was not a real commercial success
until the 1969 re-release that followed its acclaim in
Europe. And although actually shot in 1967, Night of
the Living Dead is very much a 1968 film in spirit.
Indeed, Romero and Russell (“Johnny”) Streiner
drove the finished print to New York to find a
distributor on April 4, 1968, the same evening on
which Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated.

For Hollywood’s Golden Age, 1939 is often cited as
the pinnacle, a year that yielded an almost silly
number of classics. Nearly 30 years later horror had
it’s 1939, producing startling successes on multiple
levels and creating an unparalleled watershed for the
genre.
Michael Reeves’brilliant Witchfinder General, largely
vilified at first for its brutality, spurred similarly themed
imitators on the Continent for the next five years.
Though made at Tigon, it still represents the apex of
Hammer-style British productions— a literate period
piece that nonetheless refuses to skimp on the horror.
The film also boasts a fine performance by Vincent
Price and represents a kind of culmination of the
many period films he had done with Roger Corman.
At the same time, as if to prove the ultimate inability of
period horror and aging icons to keep pace with the
real world came Peter Bogdanovich’s stunning debut,
Targets. Not simply the first self-reflective horror
movie— a trend that seems to have become its own
subgenre— Targets also helped bring horror out of the
escapist-only mode and deal with true events headon. In unintentional contrast to these social
statements, one of the world’s foremost directors went
inward to create one of the most unsettling films ever
made. Bergman’s Hour of the Wolf was a critical hit,
but its real legacy was to artists such as David Lynch,
who saw new possibilities for using film’s unique
strengths to replicate internal states experientially for
the audience. Anytime you see a film explore
madness in a way that undermines reality itself, you
might want to thank Bergman.

Although these two films have radically different
pedigrees and approaches to filmmaking, they share
an unsparing nihilistic vision. Neither provided upbeat
closure for audiences, and their box office success
forever altered the horror landscape. While other
horror films had been downbeat, usually in the
classically “tragic” mode, few were so radically
pessimistic. Could one get away with that kind of
monstrously bleak outlook and still make money?
For both major studios and minor independents the
answer was a resounding “yes.” And of course
filmmakers themselves couldn’t help but notice the
chances these films took— and how such risks paid
off.
In short, the American horror film went big-budget and
low-budget— and both with such staggering results
that producers and distributors could use them as
object lessons for years to come. Rosemary’s Baby
showed Hollywood that money was to be made in Alevel adaptations of best-selling novels on
contemporary themes, a formula later repeated with
The Exorcist and Jaws. Night of the Living Dead, on
the other hand, continues to inspire filmmakers
working outside Hollywood and its mythic-vision-on-ashoestring sensibility represents an important
precursor to Halloween a decade later.

Horror movies had never exactly been nice, but now
the genre was becoming subversive in ways it rarely
had previously, at least not with such popular
success.

So what was it about each of these films that so
reflected— and strikingly amplified— the tumultuous
times in which they premiered?

Undermining the status quo was certainly what the
two undisputed landmark films of 1968 were all about.
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Rosemary's Baby, while not as overtly iconoclastic as
Night of the Living Dead, is just as devastating and
unapologetic. Made for just over $3 million and
returning close to five times that much, it was an
unqualified blockbuster. And while novelist Ira Levin
can no doubt be credited with the pseudo-Gaslight
narrative structure that pits a female protagonist
against both her husband and accusations of
paranoia, those who made the film created a studio
horror title unlike any other that had come before.
The closest in terms of sheer thematic audacity was
probably Psycho (1960), but even there the monster
was captured in the end.

dream, this is really happening!” could serve as the
mantra for the master practitioners of modern
American horror that followed in ‘68’s wake and its
echoes can still be heard, throbbing dimly, beneath
the genre. So while it’s facile to note that without
Rosemary’s Baby there wouldn’t have been The
Omen (1976), I’m suggesting that there’d be no A
Nightmare on Elm Street (1984) either.
Finally, the most frightening thing about Rosemary’s
Baby is not anything that you can point to on the
screen; rather, it’s the gradual evaporation of all
meaningful contexts, a prospect both existentially and
morally apocalyptic. Yes, Rosemary herself
undergoes a physical and emotion transformation but
what’s truly awful, as with Gregor Samsa, is what this
change reveals about the social and values systems
in which she’d felt so secure. In the final scene
Polanski’s mise-en-scène emphasizes that she’s
accepting not just the child but also the sinister world
of which it is a creation. Although the birth of the title
character is what the movie is ostensibly about, the
subtext goes straight for an inversion of Christ’s
admonishment in John 3:1-8 to be born again. The
gestation period the movie details is actually
Rosemary’s own, and it ends with her emerging into a
realm of darkness deeper than that of the womb.

A clue that we’re turning a page in horror history is
provided by the first name that appears on screen:
William Castle. Although denied the chance to direct
Rosemary’s Baby, as a producer Castle put together
an inspired assemblage of talent. While the picture
bears no resemblance to the earlier gimmick-driven
films of Castle’s career, it does make nods to classic
Hollywood in clever ways. The casting of Ralph
Bellamy, always the placid butt of Cary Grant’s jokes,
allowed him to play both with and, eventually, against
type. And you know immediately just how desperate
Guy Woodhouse is to join the upper middle class
when the very first scene has him trying to impress
Elisha Cook, Jr.— when had that ever happened in
movie history?

So much has been written about Night of the Living
Dead that now it’s probably impossible to offer a fresh
exegesis. Instead, I’d like to note how rapidly it
became so over determined in its symbolism,
providing a blank field upon which one’s fears could
be projected. If you thought the zombies were U.S.
troops, the “consuming” American public, hedonistic
hippies— all right, then that’s what they were. An
overnight archetype, it’s no wonder that NOTLD’s
march into the canon was as relentless as the film
itself. It did more than give legitimacy to the lowbudget end of horror— it helped fuel critical studies of
the genre for years to come. Ultimately this trend
would trigger an interest in critically reevaluating or
“discovering” other drive-in gems such as Carnival of
Souls (1962). So as much as NOTLD pointed the
way to the future, it also helped horror reaffirm its
past. Eventually it united high and low brows both
within and outside the horror community and spoke to
cineastes generally. That is, when The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre (1974) became part of MOMA’s
permanent collection, it’s Romero’s film that deserved
a tip of the hat.

Like Romero, Polanski was a Hollywood outsider, a
European who had no sentimentality about
deconstructing American movies or mores. Marriage,
authority, the promise of upward mobility— all of these
became targets. In generic terms what’s most striking
is Polanski’s transposition of an “old dark house” flick
into a modern urban environment (something J-Horror
would do to great effect 30 years later). With many of
the most chilling scenes in bright daylight, Polanski
visually reinforces that no matter how well Mia Farrow
repaints the apartment or redoes her hair, there’s no
hope of repressing the corruption and sickness that lie
under the surface.
Yet the film’s lasting achievement is perhaps its
celebrated dream sequences— although that term
barely does them justice. With elliptical sound,
multiple exposures, and surprising yet fluid
camerawork, we’re invited into something more akin
to a hypnagogic state— for both protagonist and
audience. Blurring the border between internal and
external cues in Rosemary’s consciousness, Polanski
mines a conceit that only cinema presents so
effectively. In short, it’s not scary dreams that are
most dreadful; it’s not being able to identify them
confidently as dreams. These striking “mindscreen”
sequences contain such eerie beauty and power that
it’s safe to say that a commercial feature had never
been so staggeringly subjective and terrifying at the
same time. Indeed, Rosemary’s cry of “This is no

Like Rosemary’s Baby, NOTLD is about metaphysical
and social upheaval— or, more precisely, where the
two intersect. Horror audiences already knew the
dead could come back if revived by a scientist, a
vampiric curse, or a voodoo spell. But Romero’s
zombies were different: they were clearly us… a
thematic breakthrough that 40 years later still
resonates powerfully in such films as Shaun of the
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Dead (2004) and Fido (2006). In terms of horror’s
central paradigm, NOTLD broke down the barrier that
separated the audience from the Other. There had
always been a tacit exchange of identification and
even sympathy across that membrane, and some
filmmakers made it more permeable than others. But
in Romero’s film for the first time appears the heretical
notion that there is no membrane. Either in movies or
in life.

Film Reviews
Hulk? SMASH! By Gene McGrath
This Hulk delivers! Talk about an all-out, over-the-top,
literally spectacular action blockbuster!
I for one am glad (according to what I've heard) that
Mr. Norton played *another* significant role in this film
as a script consultant, contributing to what became a
major re-working of the story to make it reminiscent of
the pathos of the 1970s TV show. This thematic shift,
in my opinion, was a good choice.

It’s clear that the zeitgeist in the late ‘60s made it
possible for audiences not only to tolerate such a
bleak message, but also ultimately to embrace it. It’s
fascinating to go back and read the critical response
to these films and see how reviewers warmed up to
them, as if they were forced overnight to adapt to the
public’s new diet in popular entertainment or be left
behind. In 1967, with its Summer of Love, such shifts
would never have occurred, but a year later we had
turned some kind of corner and done so irrevocably.
No doubt about it: people were shocked by Night of
the Living Dead’s lack of survivors and Rosemary’s
inability to overcome the conspiracy against her as
some ingénue in a standard suspense film might. But
they were more receptive to shocks of this magnitude
than ever before; the real world had prepared them.
And today’s filmmakers and audiences take for
granted the freedom to be nihilistically downbeat that
these films unintentionally helped champion.

I've always thought of the character of Dr. Banner as
deserving sympathy, from my memories of both the
comics and the TV show. I'm a child of the 1970s, and
a lot of my formative years were spent following the
rueful adventures the Green Goliath. The character of
the Hulk appealed to me on many levels. On the one
hand, you have Dr. Banner: a well-intentioned
scientist who fell victim to a tragic accident while
conducting his noble research. On the other hand,
you have the poor, misunderstood, golem-like Hulk
who doesn't understand why the authorities are
always pursuing him and hunting him down like an
animal. Then, there's the other aspect of the Hulk that
I found compelling: he can kick ass! Let me tell you,
there were many instances in my childhood where I
dreamed of turning into the Hulk to crush an defeat
those schoolyard bullies! I guess my lonely inner child
did (and to some degree still does) identify with both
Banner and the Hulk's feelings of isolation and not
'fitting in.'

Between them, Romero and Polanksi conquered the
twin poles of dread— monsters within and without,
familiar as neighbors and as new as SF-spawned
zombies. Similarly, their two films are prototypical in
terms of “quiet horror” and “splatter” and thus cover
the genre’s full spectrum. But most importantly, one
film dealt with birth, the other death, and both seemed
to smash the comforting things that Western
civilization had been telling us about these topics for
centuries. We already knew we weren’t safe in the
“in- between” zone called life, where wars and killers
lurked, but now there was neither initial innocence
nor final escape. Instead, the entire plane of human
existence was laid savagely bare… and it was into
this territory, fresh and terrible, that the horror film
rushed headlong— and never looked back.

So for me, this film not only captures the above
aspects of the Hulk character very well, but it also
packs quite a wallop! Like I said earlier, the action
sequences are literally spectacular. The sound is just
what you would expect from the Hulk; thunderous to
the point where you can almost feel the theatre
shaking. The trademark Hulk roars are wonderful those of you with sensitive ears better not forget those
earplugs!
The actors all do a fine job for the most part - Ed
Norton's the man, as usual. Liv Tyler is admirable. I'm
a big fan of both Tim Roth and Tim Blake Nelson, and
this film confirms my high regard for both of them. I
thought William Hurt could have put in just bit more
effort - his somewhat subdued General Ross was no
Thunderbolt. The cameos were fun: the obligatory
mugging for the camera by Mr. Stan Lee, good ole
Lou Ferrigno, and even a nod to the late great Mr. Bill
Bixby. My Grade: A+

Originally published in Shroud #2.
www.shroudmagazine.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------Sex and the City – Chris Hasselkus
I saw seasons 5 and 6 of the television show. The
movie takes up 3-4 years later. The lives of Carrie,
Charlotte, Miranda, and Samantha have
always been interesting; for those who know the
show, the film will be very worthwhile. The subplots of
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Carrie and Mr. Big, Charlotte and her
baby(s), Miranda dealing with indiscretion, Samantha
dealing with herself, are all maintained and brought
up to date. Score: A.

NYC where they meet Dr. Sachs & successfully
develop an anecdote to the gamma poison but are
both captured by Ross. Major Bunkley gets a big dose
of the Gamma poison and Hulks out big time leading
to a battle of the Hulks on the streets of NYC. Banner
is last seen in British Columbia trying to control the
beast within, while General Ross is in a bar and gets
a visit from a certain weapons manufacturer (three
guesses who it is)!!! I give it an A+ too!!!

Robinson Crusoe on Mars (DVD):
Taras had mentioned how he had heard that this
film was very good. The look of the film
reminded me of classic Trek (i.e. cheap sets),
but the story of survival was quite well done.
Kung-Fu Panda: Barry obtained free passes so
we went to see this the night before it's general
release. Sort of reminded me of the recent
Horton Hears A Who quality-wise. Nothing
special but certainly worthwhile. B+

Taras Wolansky and his ½-way Reviews
WALL-E -- half-way review
Cute little robot, the last of thousands, continues to
pile up ziggurats of garbage on a desolate and longabandoned Earth.

Hulk (spoiler alert) by Steve Spinosa
Having recovered from my latest bout with grass
pollen (not to mention a tick bite from mowing the
lawn), I was able to go out for the first time in three
days and go see the latest incarnation of the
Incredible Hulk this afternoon. It was a very good
combo of the last Hulk picture and the old 70's TV
show: the opening credit sequence showed Dr. Bruce
Banner & his girlfriend, Dr. Betty Ross conducting
experiments with Gamma ray pulses under the
direction of the military (in the form of General Ross).
Of course, Bruce gets hit with an overdose, Hulks up,
and accidentally hurts Betty & the General while
killing a couple of "redshirt" soldier boys. Flash
forward to the country of Brazil where the fugitive
Bruce is in hiding working in a soda factory as a day
laborer while doing research on his notebook
for a cure and communicating with a "Dr. Blue".
Another accident occurs allowing a drop of Bruce's
blood to fall into a bottle of soda sent as part of a sixpack to the U.S. It is drunk by Stan Lee! This
report of Gamma poisoning sends Ross & his military
team down to Brazil where they confront Banner/Hulk.
Hulk beats them and heads for Mexico then back to
Culver U. (his home turf before the original
accident). Meanwhile a Major in Ross's unit wants in
on another round with Hulk (he also wants to be a
"Supersoldier”). Ross has the Major injected with a
small dose of Gamma poison. Bruce returns to Culver
U. and, under the guise of a pizza delivery guy,
attempts to collect his data for cure research. Not
finding it, he returns to the pizza joint before heading
on his way and spots Betty with her new beau.
Feeling guilty about hurting her, he quickly heads off
into the night walking in the rain and hitchhiking
(backed by a variation of the old '70's show closing
theme-nice touch!!!) Betty goes after him and takes
him back to her place where he finds out that SHE
saved the data & that he wants to get rid of the
gamma poison by going to see Dr.Sachs in NYC. She
says she'll walk him to the train station the next
morning but that's foiled by General Ross. After
another battle with Ross's unit (where he kicks the
crud out of Major Bunkley) Bruce & Betty head to

Then a visitor is dropped off by a giant spaceship, a
much more advanced and powerful (and feminine)
robot, who is looking for something.
When he gives her one of his treasures, a living plant,
she takes it in to her shell and goes dormant. When
the big ship comes back for her, he stows away -- and
finds out what happened to the human race.
Gently humorous, partly a satire of consumerism.
Preceded by a cartoon about a magician and his
hungry rabbit, which made the little kids laugh.
Wanted - half-way review
Timid corporate drone James MacAvoy is
kidnapped/rescued by Angelina Jolie into his late
father’s glamorous life as a super-assassin.
Campy wish-fulfillment fantasy is so far removed from
any kind of reality it’s kind of hard to get into. The
cartoon physics wouldn’t pass muster in a comic
book.
Addendum:
...Or rather “; most comic books”, as the end credits
mention that the movie is based on one.
Recommended for adolescent males only, if they can
get in to see this R-rated feature.
The Happening - 1/3-way review
In this low (-ish) budget thriller from M. Night
Shyamalan, Mark Wahlberg plays the worst science
teacher in the Philadelphia school system*; Zooey
Deschanel is his wife. When what looks like an
epidemic of suicide starts wiping out the populations
of major cities, they flee Philadelphia for the country.
Basically a hugely overblown episode of The Outer
Limits. Not sure I will have the willpower to stay to the
end.
*He teaches the kids New Age mystical crap.
Get Smart - 2/3rds review
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Intelligence analyst Maxwell Smart (Steve Carell) gets
promoted to field agent and paired with the glamorous
Agent 99 (gorgeous Anne Hathaway).

He becomes a hit (especially with the old ladies due
to his “bonus” services), until a Palestinian cabdriver
(Rob Schneider) recognizes him.

Well-written; better character development and more
laughs than most Hollywood comedies.

Action movies are often described as cartoonish, but
this time it’s literally true.

Kung Fu Panda - half-way report
Some funny lines. Zohan tells his landlady he’s from
Australia. Landlady (Lanie Kazan): “Australia - it
must be much nicer since they got rid of that
apartheid.” Zohan: “Yes, the weather is much
cooler.”
Runs out of jokes pretty early, though.
Caution: buttockal nudity.
You Don't Mess With the Zohan - rest of the way
If the first half is mildly entertaining, the second is a
total loss. I noted a couple of people apparently
fleeing the theater, toward the end.

Routine kung fu fantasy, except in a world of
animated talking animals.
Colorful and pleasing to the eye. It looks like it was
designed to be displayed in 3D. Perhaps it will be on
re-release, someday.
Once again, though, the filmmakers seem to think
talking animals are inherently so funny, that no actual
jokes are needed. Not even the little kids were
laughing.
The Incredible Hulk - half-way review

P.S.: To be precise, Lanie Kazan's!
What Happens in Vegas - half-way review
Feckless guy (Ashton Kutscher) fired by his father,
and perfectionist woman (Cameron Diaz) dumped by
her fiancé, end up drunk and married in Vegas.

Continuing the story of Bruce Banner a.k.a. The Hulk
(this time Edward Norton) and his lady love Betty
Ross (this time Liv Tyler -- who is no Jennifer
Connelly).
Starts out pretty neat, with Bruce down and out in
Latin America. Though the film does have a certain
low budget quality even then. But it gets stupider as it
goes along, with cliché military behaving in stupid
ways. I mean, once you know bullets bounce off ...
The pitched battle on a college campus was
particularly silly.

When they get in a dispute over gambling winnings, a
whimsical judge (Dennis Miller) gives them “six
months hard marriage” instead of an annulment.
And that’s pretty much the funny part of the movie.
The rest is the usual clichés.

Aubrey’s Second Hand Review

William Hurt as ludicrously one-dimensional Gen.
Ross has a thankless role. Tim Roth has been
magnificent in other films; to his credit he manages to
be OK here, as (eventually) a rival shape-changer.

The Happening
Two women are hanging out in Central Park in NYC.
Woman A realizes that Woman B is repeating herself,
like a broken record. Woman B then takes her hairpin
and stabs herself in the neck. News spreads quickly
of a strange phenomenon taking over Northeast
states like Pennsylvania and New Jersey causing
people to kill themselves. While the media is
searching for answers, the "survivors" flee for safety
before they are affected by this deadly menace.

(Con’t) The second half grew increasingly painful to
watch. I remember saying out loud,” This is stupid!”
It may have been when Gen. Ross opened up with a
chain gun in the middle of apartment buildings, but
there were so many other candidate scenes.
Poor screenwriting.

"The Happening" is a really good story. That's my one
sentence opinion on this newest offering from M.
Night Shyamalan. It's a really great tale that tapped
into one of the current mass worries: biological
warfare. Yeah we talk about it, joke about it and make
really interesting movies on the subject but we all
know that one day some dirty bomb attack could
unleash some potent viruses into our communities
and wipe us out. We humans are very creative when
it comes to destruction and death.

I stayed until the end -- well, they make sure you do,
to see the brief scene with Tony Stark (Robert
Downey Jr.). Nothing during or after the credits,
though.
In a way it was true to its source material. It reminded
me of some of the bad Hulk comics I read as a kid.
____
You Don't Mess With the Zohan - half-way review
Israeli super agent (Adam Sandler) stages his own
demise and goes to NYC to pursue his dream:
becoming a hairdresser.

But I'm getting off subject. "The Happening" is told
mostly through the observations of Elliot Moore (Mark
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My Grade: A: I felt "The Happening" was just a really
good suspense/ensemble/ sci-fi story about a group
of people trying to survive a terrible ordeal. If you like
"The Twilight Zone" or "The Mist" you'll probably enjoy
this disturbing tale that's based on some real life
concerns that most of us are sharing at the moment.
Oh and no shaky camera footage. Leave the
Dramamine at home.

Wahlberg), a science teacher in Philadelphia, and his
wife Alma (Zooey Deschanel) as they try to get as far
away from this "happening" as possible. Joining them
are Elliot's co-worker and friend Julian (John
Leguizamo) and his daughter Jess (Ashlyn Sanchez).

The supporting cast is basically the people that Elliot
and Company meets during their exodus. Think of
those other ensemble panic movies like "Storm of the
Century" or "The Mist" where the major characters
sometimes take a backseat to lesser characters
depending on how the story goes. But Elliot is our
predominant eyes and ears in the film. Our tour guide,
in other words.

The Incredible Hulk
In the Big Green's second film romp we find Bruce
Banner (Ed Norton) keeping a low profile in the
downtown section of Brazil. While working at the local
brewery one day, Bruce accidentally spills a little
sample of his plasma into one of the bottles. The juice
ends up in the fridge of an average American Joe and
when he drinks it....whoa! Even Red Bull couldn't
produce wings like this. General Thunderbolt Ross
(William Hurt) and his team hear about this and they
make an undercover beeline to Brazil with special
agent Emil Blonsky (Tim Roth) in tow. Bruce is on the
run again and what horrible timing because he's so
close to a cure for his "gamma sickness". He may
have to involve the one person he deeply loves but
doesn't want to involve "her" because the last time
they hung out he put her in intensive care. And just
how far is that tenacious General willing to go to get
his jade skinned WMD?

Also, keep your eyes peeled for certain familiar faces
on the journey such as Mara Hobel from "Mommie
Dearest" and Spencer Breslin from "The Cat in the
Hat". Plus a really fun yet creepy character provided
by stage and screen veteran Betty Buckley.
There are some disturbing gore scenes in the film
such as a man that let himself get cut down by a
lawnmower and footage of a zoo employee that walks
around the lions' den making himself the main course.
Oh and there's more but I won't give it all away. It's
not overly bloody but it's still very unnerving. Like the
man and the lawnmower. He walks over, turns it on,
the mower starts up takes the long way around to
literally mow the guy down. I didn't want to watch but I
did.....eeewwww.

Am I the only one who still thinks Lou Ferrigno is hot?
Yeah, I know he's like 60 or whatever but oh man just
please put him in that police uniform and send him to
my house UPS Next Day and....there I go with the
"TMI" again. Sorry. Couldn't understand half of what
he said but it was really nice to see him again. Just
not fully clothed, ugh.

What you should know is that the emphasis isn't on
the gore. Shyamalan focuses more on the
psychological aspects of this occurrence rather than
the gruesome results. What is this "happening"? How
do we fight it? Can we escape it? That's where the
money is and that's what made this a rewarding film
experience for me.

Ahem. So "Incredible Hulk" fixed one major bummer
about "Hulk" from 2003: it lightened up. I'm not a die
hard Hulk fan but I do know that when Banner gets
angry a lot of things get smashed and it's usually a
hoot to watch (from a distance). And I dunno, Ang Lee
just didn't seem to capture that childhood wonder
aspect of the other Green Giant. "Incredible Hulk"
came a lot closer to the version I and a lot of fans
were hoping for.

I'm sure many people are going to gripe because
there are no dead people walking around or because
the "big twist" wasn't as fantastic as they expected.
Oh, and the science guys are gonna have a field day
with the revelation of what the "happening" really is. I
say the best way to enjoy this movie is to just let
yourself be absorbed in the plot. With everything
that's been happening in the real world it's not hard to
jump in to the pool of hysteria on the big screen.

The movie starts out really nice with an interesting
flashback montage of Bruce and Betty (Liv Tyler)
working in the lab. We learn all kinds of quick facts
that bring us up to speed on what possibly happened
between "Hulk" and this movie. Or you could say that
this cleanses your palate of any traces of "Hulk" so
you can start fresh in this new continuity. Whatever
you make of the opening all roads lead to Bruce in
some Brazillian ghetto.

I dunno how to explain it but it felt like I was watching
something familiar, something classic. Like an
enhanced film treatment of a "Twilight Zone" episode.
The movie isn't about wowing you or grossing you
out. It's simply a story about regular folk like you and
me and sympathizing with how they grapple with this
unknown threat.

I know this was the poor side of the proverbial tracks
but man it really looks like a cool place to live in the
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movie. All those apartments built on top of one
another looking like one big connected high-rise
village based on the aerial shots. And then there's this
really brilliant red-bricked alley that just screams
"Photo Op!” Seeing Bruce's new lifestyle was really
captivating and well executed. Just the right amount
of time was spent on it. Just the right amount of
information was given. It was just right. And that was
just the beginning of the movie so I figured if they got
that right then the rest should be cake. Thankfully, it
was (with icing, ooh!!)

Big Green getting his smash on. Adults will enjoy the
finer points like the story, the romantic tension
between Bruce and Betty and the trippy psyches of
General Ross and Agent Blonsky. The nerds will get
their rocks off guffawing at all the inconceivable
science stuff. And the geeks (or half geeks, like
myself) will have a ball playing Where's Waldo with
the cameos and subtle nods to the show, the comic,
and even a special visit from a certain man who
sometimes wears a certain suit of "Iron" (yeah, yeah,
it's actually titanium alloy. friggin' nerds are so
annoying).

Okay, I'm going totally novel here so let's brief things
up. The supporting cast is a fine mix of characters. Liv
Tyler's "Betty" at first seemed so sweet and cuddly. I
thought she was going to throw the feisty heroine
trend in reverse. Then she hooks back up with Bruce
and the fire is lit and I'm a lot more content with the
subtle strength of Betty Ross. It takes a real woman
with balls to stand by a man that could "hulk" out at
any moment. Ooh, and that cab scene...Rock on, Liv!!
(Though am I the only one that kept hoping she would
say something Elvish?)

PS: No special scene at the end. I sacrificed nine
minutes of my existence so you wouldn't have to.
Later, gators.
You Don’t Mess With The Zohan
Zohan (Adam Sandler) is the #1 Israeli counterterrorist agent in the Israeli army. But when he isn't
taking down threats like the Phantom (John Turturro)
or having disco breaks with his friends Zohan dreams
of styling hair. Zohan fakes his death and with
determination (and a Paul Mitchell hair book) he goes
to NYC to pursue his passion of making the world
"silky smooth". But it is only a matter of time before
his true identity is discovered and his military past
follows him to the states.

Tim Roth is so good at being bad though in this case I
think Agent Blonsky is just way to hooked on sniper
shots and MI (Mission Impossible) movies. Dude
probably got his butt kicked around in high school and
every punk he takes down brings his soul one step
closer to satisfaction. William Hurt... hhmmm...I' m
trying to recall Sam Elliott's portrayal and it seemed
like Hurt's "Thunderbolt" was way more maniacal. I
loved seeing this guy almost getting his daughter
killed and then turning around to try to comfort her
with "I'm just trying to protect you". The man is so
complex but his focus is concise: get the Hulk for the
army by any means. Which monster is scarier?

Okay, that last part isn't as suspenseful as it sounds.
It's a comedy, after all. Actually, a slightly bold
comedy that pokes a whole lotta fun at the Palestinian
/ Israeli conflict. Some might find it really amusing
while others will be totally offended and dismiss it as
rubbish.
I'm not an expert on Middle Eastern affairs so I'm just
gonna rate the movie as a comedic romp. As must of
y'all know, I haven't seen an Adam Sandler picture
since "The Wedding Singer". The "Zohan" trailer really
got me interested and I took a chance (and a matinee
ticket) to try it out.

The finale. It will rock your world. It was somehow
gratifying to see Hulk go toe to toe with another
gammerized citizen. Brute strength, sonic booms,
police cars turned into melee weapons. It's the stuff
that gets the fan people drooling.

Overall, I liked it. Some really good sight gags, a nice
mix of clever wit and potty jokes, and an outrageous
story that I never would've imagined in a million years.
Sandler's "Zohan" is so loveable and cool but not in
an arrogant obnoxious way. If he doesn't win you over
in the early scenes he'll definitely snag you when he
hits the City.

Quick complaint about those lulls in the story. Y'know,
when the action is put on pause so the characters can
talk and reveal more details about the plot. For me
this only happened once. It's right after the chase
through Brazil when General Ross is filling Blonsky in
on the next move. Something about it was just dry.
That's the only scene that kinda made me yawn a bit.
Everything else is peachy once Banner returns to the
States and hooks up with Betty and Blonsky starts
getting those performance enhancement shots.

If you saw the trailer then you know most of the story.
I can assure that there are a lot more gags that were
not present in the preview (thank goodness). The
kicker has got to be Zohan's special treatment of his
customers. I so did not see that coming. Along with
Zohan trying to establish himself as a stylist there is
also a part of the plot that involves a greedy
corporation trying to take over the neighborhood that

My Grade: A-: This is the movie we were really
waiting to see. We can at least thank "Hulk" for setting
things up for this much lighter and more exciting
follow up. There are a lot of good things about this
movie. The kids will love the stuff blowing up and the
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Zohan works in. I thoroughly enjoyed watching the
small shops stick it to the conglomerate overlords.

It Came From The Queue!! Aubrey
Danger: Diabolik - 1968 – DVD

Cameos abound in this hair-raising spectacle. Kevin
Nealon, John McEnroe, Kevin James. George Takei,
Mariah Carey, Hummus (a whole lotta hummus).
Even Charlotte Rae (Yes, Virginia, she's still kicking).
But me favorite cameo scene involves a wacky
limousine ride with Henry Winkler.

Diabolik (John Phillip Law) is a skilled thief who robs
from the rich to lavish the glamorous life on himself
and his galpal, Eva (Marisa Mell). When the
authorities are unable to apprehend the master
burgular they turn to the criminal underworld in the
hopes that a thief can catch this thief. How long can
Diabolik keep up his profession while avoiding the
snares of his pursuers?

Unfortunately, things kind of run out of steam towards
the end but that's nothing new in the realm of comedic
film. You start off with the setup; stuff the middle with
crazy shenanigans, and then things slow up towards
the conclusion. And the scene is usually sappy and
corny and you'd just wish someone would sit on a
whoopee cushion to lighten things up again. But that's
the point of "Zohan". Underneath all the slapstick is a
not so subtle plea to stop the violence and cease the
hate.

I first heard of this movie a couple of months ago. I
landed on a Mario Bava documentary on IFC. They
mentioned some of his movies and "Danger: Diabolik"
ended up on my queue along with "Blood and Black
Lace" and "Black Sunday".
The movie is a quintessential product of the groovy
60s movie trend but with some kick. The visual style
is mesmorizing. Ennio Morricone's trippy score is a
delight to the ears. The effects are fun and exciting
though a little dated, of course.

But I think we all know that as awesome as Zohan
is.... it’ll take more than his Avalon haircuts to mend
that ancient rift.
My Grade: B+: A funny and daring spoof of the Israeli
& Palestinian conflict with Zohan's pursuit of silky
smooth happiness as the punch line. Though not
every joke hits the bull’s-eye there are plenty of magic
moments that make this a must see if you're looking
for a laugh (and a break from Will Ferrell). Make an
appointment, get in the chair, and let Zohan work his
magic on you.

If you love movies that allow you to cheer for the bad
guy then this one should be on your list. Sure,
Diabolik is a cool dude. He's smart, agile, tough, has
an incredible pad, and some hot toys. Plus, he's got
that gorgeous Eva on his arm. Oh right, but he's a
lawbreaker. Diabolik is an interesting merging of
Batman and Catwoman. He's got the brains and the
gadgets along with the penchant for taking things that
aren't his and wearing skintight bodysuits.

PS - Lainie Kazan's bottom looked quite impressive. I
wouldn't recommend seeing the movie just for that
aspect but it's quite lovely.
I'm sitting there hoping for Diabolik to escape the
police.....Wait! ! I'm supposed to be rooting for the
police. I'm supposed to be against this culprit and his
naughty deeds, ha ha ha. Just one of those movies
where I was allowed to be on the Dark Side for a
change.

Trailer Trash/Aubrey Ward
Babylon A.D. - Vin Diesel stars as yet another gruff
man with an even gruffer past that is chosen
to protect a girl with some mysterious abilities.
Michelle Yeoh (happy, happy, joy, joy) is riding
shotgun in this intriguing new sci-fi flick. The trailer
has a lot of good things in it. Yeah, I'm gonna see it.
Definitely. 8/29/08

Though the movie is usually put in the "campy 60s"
category I believe it's a bit better than just some
period fluff. The story is actually pretty good. I was
captivated by Diabolik's elaborate heists and the
efforts of the frustrated law enforcement to reel him in.
The DVD documentary points out that "Danger:
Diabolik" was an effort to create a really strong comic
book adaptation without the silliness of the "Batman"
tv series or the staticness of "Barbarella" . Director,
Mario Bava, uses his amazing talents to keep the
movie fluid and striking just like the panels of
a comic. He genuinely took the subject matter
seriously. The methods used to film "Danger:
Diabolik" can still be seen in more recent sci-fantasy
flicks.

http://babylon- ad-trailer. blogspot. com/
Mirrors - Ghosts seem to be wreaking all kinds of
havoc through mirrors or, more specifically, people's
reflections in mirrors. Kiefer Sutherland stars in this
possessed house ghost story. People with fears of
glass should enjoy this immensely. 8/15/08
http://video. yahoo.com/ watch/2882699/ 8273388
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My Grade: A-: "Danger: Diabolik" is an fun walk on
the dark side. Instead of a virtuous hero flying around
in a cape saving the day we get Diabolik; a master
thief and also kind of an anarchist. He and his
partner/lover, Eva, stage some pretty cool set-ups
that keep the police quite busy. Fans of genre movies
will enjoy it. Fans of those far-out 60s flicks will enjoy
it. Check it out, if you haven't already.
Teeth - 2008 – DVD

The Bubble (aka Buah, Ha) - 2006 - DVD
Noam and Ashraf are from two different worlds: Noam
lives in gay-friendly Tel Aviv while Ashraf hails from
the strict Muslim territory of Palestine. Ashraf illegally
shacks up with Noam and his two roommates. The
two men savor their time together but it is only a
matter of time before someone discovers Ashraf's
true citizenship and he's booted back across the
border. Can these two men be together when they are
separated by race, borders, and religion?

Dawn O' Keefe (Jess Weixler) is a young teenage girl
who excels in school, shows much adoration towards
her parents, and heavily promotes sexual abstinence
to her peers. Dawn falls for fellow virgin, Tobey (Hale
Appleman), and the two begin a sweet relationship
until Tobey decides he wants a nibble of the forbidden
fruit and forces himself on Dawn. In the throes of
passion and rape Tobey suddenly stops and with pain
etched on his face he pulls away from Dawn to find
that his "hoohah" has been bitten off.

A friend suggested this movie to me and I took a
chance on it. I gotta admit that I haven't seen a lot of
films from the Middle East so this was
some unfamiliar ground I was treading on. Anyway, I
liked "The Bubble". The reviews and articles decribe
the film as a "Romeo & Juliet" inspired piece. That
rings true more in Ashraf's case because he's torn
between his natural love for Noam but restricted by
the laws of his family/religion that dictate that he must
marry a woman.

Dawn does a little research to discover that she is
blessed with "vagina dentata" which means that her
"muffin" has teeth. How will Dawn cope with this new
anatomic discovery?

Overall, it's an enjoyable and enlightening human
story and a fine independent film. Definitely worth
checking out especially if you're looking for Middle
Eastern cinema. My Grade: B+

A 2007 Sundance darling, "Teeth" is a dark comedy
with bite (sorry, y'all know I couldn't resist). Here ya
got this girl who is against sex before marriage and
walks around with a promise ring declaring her eternal
purity until the hopeful honeymoon and then she finds
out that the powers that be have installed a biological
chasity belt in her body just in case she falls to
temptation.

Diary of the Dead
That pesky virus breaks out again and swiftly begins
reanimating the undead peoples all over the world. A
film student named Jason Creed (Joshua Close) and
his buddies are in the woods shooting a horror movie
(and isn't it ironic....dontcha think?). When they hear
the news they decide to hightail it to safe ground.
Jason films the group's journey in the hopes of
sharing the footage with other survivors so they can
stay alive. Or is it that Creed is just getting his jollies
being the traveling voyeur? George A Romero's
zombies meet the YouTube culture in his fifth "Dead"
flick.

Actually, this is probably more of a horror movie for
those breed of men who love to "stick and run", so to
speak. Imagine a woman having the ability to snap
your exposed and erect "rod" at any moment you
show a hint of stupidity. I think there would be a lot
less Planned Parenthoods around.

Well, when I heard about this new Romero zombie
flick I was tickled pink like the rest of the horror
community. Wasn't buzzed enough to trek it over the
river to see the theater run. Instead, I took the lazy fan
lane and rented the DVD instead. And I'm sorry to say
that I'm kinda glad that I did.

The movie itself is a hoot and a half. You got Dawn
and the monster between her legs. You got her
deranged stepbrother, Brad (John Hensley), that
secretly desires to bed Dawn. Oh and not to give it
away but let's just say that Dawn has the misfortune
of meeting a few creepy losers that make for reliable
teething rings for her "special friend".

"Diary" isn't bad but it ain't great. In a nutshell it's the
zombie invasion for the cam age. Or think
"Cloverfield" but with zombies. The movie is told
through camera footage from the news and the net
but the primary lens belongs to the two cameras
manned by Joshua's crew.

My Grade: A - It's not every day you see a movie
about a woman with chompers in her "you know
where". The writing actually avoids becoming a one
note potty joke and instead takes the high road by
focusing on Dawn's shock, fear, and awkwardness
over this new revelation. This gives the movie a lot of
heart and soul. Part afterschool special, part bizarre
crime drama with a few sprinkles of gore, humor,
and feminism.

The camera is a lot less shaky than the one in J.J.
Abrams monster mash so there's less chance of
motion sickness. However, the way it's done seems
less spontaneous than in "Cloverfield”. It just seemed
more gimmicky in "Diary". I dunno.
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to a wedding and determine how long the bond will
last based on the amount of time the groom and bride
kiss at the altar. What attracted me most was
Katherine Heigl who I adore as "Izzie Stephens" on
"Grey's Anatomy". Plus, the trailer was kinda amusing
and the "from the writer of Devil Wears Prada"
assured that there would be some wit involved.

Then there's the less than subtle moral of the story
about how people spend way too much time watching
misery and how the mainstream news media is full of
deception. It's a good point but I was hoping Romero
would follow his usual style of just telling the story and
allowing people the opportunity to find the hidden
social points themselves. "Diary" hammers the
proverbial nail in every other scene. It's like the
Afterschool Special on the dangers of mass media.
So much for subtlety.

Overall, "27 Dresses" was enjoyable. I really liked the
story and the main character, Jane. It wasn't terribly
sappy. Actually, there's an equal balance of
characters to keep things from going to Kleenexville.
Along with Marsden's jerky reporter there's Judy
Greer as Jane's friend, Casey. Casey is the typical
best friend character who tells Jane the truth whether
Jane wants to hear it or not. A true friend is Casey
plus a good source of comic relief.

The good news is that the road trip is pretty
interesting. The crew visits various points trying to get
the students as close to their respective homes as
possible. They meet some interesting characters such
as a militia group in the inner city that's taking back
what belongs to them. Yeah, you know most of them
ain't gonna make but that's just part of the sick and
twisted fun.

The movie is actually less about weddings and more
about the lessons Jane learns about herself. Heigl is
a refreshing newcomer to the female lead actress
roster. She's gorgeous but believably goofy and her
performance spices up the movie just right. She
makes Jane so cool to be around. How the heck
could a smart and enterprising man like George
overlook her as just an assistant.

The gore is mostly CG, which was really weird to see
in a Romero flick. Like, I know "Land of the Dead" had
some computer effects but there was still a whole lot
of tried and true prosthetic and make-up work. "Diary"
does have some classic effects but the amount of
computer-enhanced splatter was a little
uncomfortable. When a horror guru like Romero
starts relying on computer generated blood spatters
instead of the real Kayro syrup deal I feel like
something is wrong in the planet alignments. That just
ain't Kosher, y'all.

Honestly, most of our esteemed members probably
won't give this even a glance on the shelf. Plus, the
plot is kind of predictable. But like I usually say,
though you know the destination the fun is in the
voyage.

My Grade: B-: "Diary of the Dead" shows another
zombie invasion but this time it takes place through
the cameras of the survivors. The moral of the story is
that mainstream media is bad and this new collective
voyeurism addiction is worse. Plus the usual zombie
stuff you love. Not Romero's best but a very good
effort at revamping the zombie lore for the webcam
generation.

My Grade: B+: A romantic comedy with some bite.
Join Ms. Heigl on this funny romp of self-discovery.
Thankfully, the plot is about a lot more than Jane
snagging Mr. Right. Judy Greer and James Marsden
keep things from getting too mushy. And the
bridesmaid gown fashion montage is a must see.

27 Dresses - 2008 – DVD
Jane (Katherine Heigl) is the epitome of the phrase
"always a bridesmaid, never a bride". The woman
loves helping out with her friend's weddings. Jane
daydreams that one day she'll walk down the aisle
with her "dream groom" George, her boss (Edward
Burns). When Jane finally gets the nerve to tell
George how she really feels about him her fabulous
little sister Tess (Malin Akerman) beats her to the
punch. It isn't long before George and Tess decide to
tie the knot and enlist Jane to help. Now Jane has to
coordinate the wedding between her big crush and
her sister plus endure a cynical writer (James
Marsden) using the upcoming event for his
newspaper column.
I am not a huge fan of romantic comedies. I'm more
like the jaded writer that James Marsden plays. I'll go
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Upcoming Conventions

ConnectiCon is planned for August 1-3, 2008, at the Connecticut Convention Center in Hartford,
Connecticut. The event will begin Friday morning, August 1st at 8am, and conclude on Sunday, August
3rd at 6pm.
ConnectiCon: Held in Hartford, CT - ConnectiCon is not only the premier web comic convention; it is also
New England's largest multi-genre convention each summer.
With primary focus of web comics, anime, gaming and related genres - ConnectiCon is certain to have
appeal for everyone. www.connecticon.org for details and directions

Saturdays, Sundays & Labor Day Monday
31st Anniversary!
August 2 through September 21, 2008
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
$16.75 Adults (age 13+) and $7.50 Children (ages 5-12)!
Children under 5 are Always Free.
www.renfair.com for details and directions.

If you’ll be in the LA area: Anime Expo® 2008 will be held from July 3-6, 2008 at the Los Angeles
Convention Center in Los Angeles, CA. More information can be found on the website www.animeexpo.org.
Otakon Convention – August 8 – 10, 2008, Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore, MD
www.otakon.com for details, directions and prices.
August 8th - 10th, 2008
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA - 10th, 2008
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA gust 8th - 10th, 2008
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD, USA
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